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MRB CIO was established to secure a future for Moseley Road Baths as a heritage swimming pool which
serves the local community as well as having a wider, national profile due to its Grade 2* listed status.
Our charitable purposes are;
1) To promote community participation in healthy recreation by the provision of facilities for swimming
and other aquatic sports.
2) Such charitable purposes for the public benefit as are exclusively charitable according to the laws of
England and Wales as the trustees may from time to time determine.
This report covers the period 1st January 2018 to 31st March 2019, a 15 month financial year in order to
bring our reporting into line with the traditional/local authority financial year.
Over this period our objectives have been to:
•
•
•
•

Operate swimming at Moseley Road Baths, providing a range of community benefits and securing
the short-term future of the Baths
Provide a safe, healthy, fun, and beautiful environment for swimmers, volunteers and staff
Contribute to the longer-term future of the Baths through expanding and strengthening swimming
provision and through participation in the MRB Coalition
Safeguard jobs, and create training and volunteer opportunities

Our first year of operating Moseley Road Baths as a community pool has been remarkable, - full of
achievements, challenges, setbacks and not a little fun. After many months of planning and fundraising we
took over the pool in partnership with Birmingham City Council on 3rd April 2018 with full responsibility for
operation handed over on 8th June when the Licence to Operate was agreed. During the year Trustees have
been on a steep learning curve as we’ve refined our business model, trained dozens of volunteers,
delivered an inspiring communications profile, increased our opening times, raised £125,595 in funding,
and weathered many difficult challenges resulting from the condition of the building and plant and the
constraints of our tight budget.
This has all been achieved thanks to the fantastic support of all our volunteers, paid staff, trustees,
advisers, coalition partners, supporters, funders and - of course - swimmers.
Karen Leach, Chair
Moseley Road Baths CIO
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It’s been a busy year for Moseley Road Baths CIO. Upon transfer of the operation from Birmingham City
Council we put into action plans to develop our new business model for swimming, which included a
number of changes to the operation.
Our key priorities in the first year were reviewing and, where necessary, strengthening, the internal
systems and processes for pool operations, stabilising and expanding the public swimming timetable,
increasing private hire of the pool and making volunteers an integral part of our enterprise. We were
fortunate enough to employ several former City Council employees, who between them have decades of
experience of running the pool, including Jakub Grabski who acted as our first Operations Manager until
April 2019. We also recruited two new time-limited roles, funded by the National Lottery Heritage Fund, a
Business Development Manager & a Volunteer Development Manager, who have helped us successfully
deliver our first-year priorities.
Our biggest success has been expanding public water time, including increasing female-only sessions by
using volunteer Lifeguards. To achieve this, we offered four separate Lifeguard Training courses (NPLQ) to
individuals in exchange for a minimum 40 hours of volunteer time, including a training course solely for
women which had 8 participants, with 19 people qualifying overall. We continue to invest in people
development and have a rolling programme of training to build the skills of our staff and volunteer team,
such as Health & Safety, Managing Risk, Pool Plant, First Aid, Equality & Diversity and Train the Trainer.
We have successfully reduced unplanned pool closures due to staffing issues but have still experienced
several closures due to unforeseen maintenance issues with the plant and building. In these cases we have
worked with our partners, Birmingham City Council, to enable the pool to re-open as quickly as possible.
Moseley Road Baths welcomed new groups, Saheli and Odara, to the pool for regular women’s swimming
sessions, in addition to other new activities such as Aqua-Natal and the innovative Carpe Aqua. We have
also supported a local charity, ASIRT, which works with refugee and asylum seekers, by offering reduced
session rates.
Building on the legacy of the campaign to save the Baths from closure, and the work of the Friends of
Moseley Road Baths, we have developed an overarching marketing strategy which uses a variety of
methods to engage with residents and regular swimmers including digital and traditional marketing
methods. We have a new website and continue to produce printed literature and timetables and build our
social media following. We have also consulted with swimmers and local groups both formally and
informally and adjusted our timetable based on their feedback.
Through a slow and incremental process of consultation and team building we have integrated a culture of
volunteering into the pool operation. To support this, we have developed new IT systems for the charity
and embedded new HR and management systems. An important focus has been developing internal
communication systems to enable information to be shared between often dispersed team working
irregular shift patterns.
As well as increasing available water time and building up private pool hire, we have expanded our range
of swimming accessories and other merchandise which has led to increased sales, plus we have plans to
improve our swimmer experience by creating a tuck shop selling healthy snacks. Finally, we have invested
£20,000 in a new pool cover which has already allowed us to reduce energy consumption. As well as being
more environmentally friendly, the savings from reduced energy costs will be re-invested into the baths.
Through these activities we consider we have delivered public benefit in accordance with our charitable
purposes and with due regard to the Charity Commission's public benefit guidance by providing healthy
recreation through swimming; increasing the accessibility to our facilities; providing volunteering
opportunities and the social benefits that result; and by providing training to increase employability.
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Volunteers have been essential to our operation. Over the last year MRB has recruited and trained 19
reception volunteers, and we currently have 14 active volunteers, the majority on a fixed shift rota.
As for lifeguards, there were seven qualified volunteer lifeguards at the start of the changeover who had
trained elsewhere and were volunteering at the Baths, but, following on from our ‘in house’ lifeguard
training, this has now increased to 26 with 14 female and 5 male volunteer lifeguards currently active. Four
female lifeguards, (three volunteers and one staff member), have recently qualified and are awaiting
induction and shadowing.
In addition to the above volunteer list there are a further five volunteers who are qualified swim teachers.
All volunteers have been given the opportunity for further development and training with a couple being
offered additional training, such as in Customer Services, in return for taking on extra responsibilities.
An additional achievement is that Moseley Road Baths CIO has been selected as a finalist in
the Community Leisure UK Awards 2019 for the Outstanding Volunteer category.
Operationally, volunteers have contributed an average of 140 hours a month of reception cover and 160
hours a month lifeguard cover, with an annual total of over 3500 hours. We are grateful for and proud of
the huge difference our volunteers have made.

We’re delighted that two of our long-standing volunteers, (and, more recently, CIO Trustees), Mark Gunton
and Viv Harrison, have been jointly appointed to share the Operations Manager role. Both have been
members of the Friends of Moseley Road Baths since it was set up in 2006, with Viv acting as Chair of the
group for a considerable period and Mark as Treasurer. During this time, Mark coordinated benefit
concerts and Open Day events, along with writing Arts Council funding applications, while Viv contributed
to the Friends’ Strategy document, (which outlined the future vision for the Baths), and the application to
the World Monuments Fund Watch List, also acting as Project Manager for the Pool of Memories oral
history project.
Both became Trustees of Moseley Road Baths CIO when it was established in December 2017, Mark as
Treasurer and Viv as the Communications Lead, and both have continued to put in a large amount of
voluntary hours to help keep the pool open and running (Mark) and to raise its profile via social media and
leaflet delivery (Viv), as well as undergoing Lifeguard, Pool Plant and Boiler training.
Viv and Mark are both regular swimmers at Moseley Road Baths; Mark’s other interests include travel,
vinyl collection, cross stitching and supporting Walsall Football Club. For Viv, swimming has been an
important way of improving her health after a diagnosis of fibromyalgia in 2006 and has helped rebuild her
strength, fitness and self-confidence. Viv is also an artist and photographer, as well as her own visual arts
practice, she has organised several art exhibitions.
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A coalition of organisations was formed in 2017, led by the National Trust, to support Birmingham City
Council in securing the future of Moseley Road Baths as both a building and a functioning pool. With the
building in such poor condition, Moseley Road Baths CIO would not have made it through the year without
the strength of this partnership.
Members are National Trust, Historic England, World Monuments Fund, Friends of MRB, MRBCIO and
Civic. Together, the focus is on keeping the pool open for swimming; building triage; (urgent attention to
keeping it watertight and intact); communications, and securing the longer-term future of the Baths.
Historic England kicked off the partnership with a grant for the restoration of the Gala Pool roof, which is
now under way, while the World Monuments Fund and National Trust have also made significant
contributions of time and money.
Other activities over the year have included a building condition survey, a spatial feasibility study,
(including business analysis), and a maintenance plan to gradually protect and improve the building fabric.
Coalition partners meet regularly to progress these plans and are now exploring governance arrangements
and future funding.

Since we started we have received £125,595 in grant funding of which £97,750 has come in since we took
over running swimming operations in April 2018. We would like to thank the following funders:
- Aviva
- Birmingham City Council’s Community Innovation Fund
- Feeney Trust
- George Henry Collins Charity
- Grimmitt Trust
- Love Brum
- Mayor’s Community Weekend
- National Lottery Community Fund
- National Lottery Heritage Fund
- Sport England
- Veolia Envirogrants
We would also like to thank all those who contributed to our initial Crowdfunder which allowed us to get
to this point, and everyone who has made a donation, bought merchandise, or come for a swim over the
last 12 months. We have also had generous support from local businesses in the form of financial
donations, practical help and advice, and a bake sale at the Old Moseley Arms. We would especially like to
thank Bevan Brittan for their pro-bono work. In addition, we are very grateful to everyone who has
dedicated time, energy and enthusiasm to keeping Moseley Road Baths alive and open to the public,
including; our staff, volunteers, the Friends of Moseley Road Baths and, of course, all the swimmers.
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Our priorities for the future are:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

To further develop our swimming programme and other activities in a way that sustains the charity
and meets its aims; in particular, to maximise the potential of swimming teaching.
To develop our whole team - staff and volunteers - in terms of positive working culture, skills
development and staffing model; including a particular focus on providing opportunities for local
people.
To improve our swimmer experience through improved reception and waiting area facilities.
To identify plant (boilers, filter etc.) priorities to reduce risk of long-term closure.
To continue to work with Coalition partners on MRB’s long term future.
To participate in local networks and events to contribute to cohesion and vitality in Balsall Heath.
To secure funds in particular for meeting community needs, volunteer development and facilities
improvement.
To keep providing a fun, beneficial and beautiful environment at MRB for swimmers, volunteers
and staff.
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